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Increasing theoretical attention has been paid to solving 
exactly time-dependent quantum mechanical problems for 
their own mathematical interest and for applications. Among 
these problems, time-dependent harmonic oscillators are 
widely studied. The most famous method for solving this 
problem is the quantum invariant operator by Lewis.1 Other 
methods include the propagator2 and time-space transformation 
approaches.3 These methods usually have been applied to 
systems in which only the oscillator frequency changes with 
time, although Kim et al.4 studied an harmonic oscillator 
whose mass and frequency depend on time.

(1)

where V(x, t)=1/2m，Q(t)2 (x-xo(t))2 and，Q(t) and xo(t) are the
time-dependent frequency and position of the oscillator. To
solve eq. (1), a following unitary transformation is
introduced

，、， ，、、2

興X, t)=臥x, t)eia(t)(x-Xo(t)), (2)

In this work, we have found the exact solution of the 
Schrodinger equation for an oscillator whose frequency and 
position vary in time. We have extended the time-space 
transformation5 * * and applied it to remove the time-dependence 
of the position. The time dependency of the frequency is 
handled by solving an auxiliary differential equation. With 
this manipulation, the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 
has been transformed into a time-independent equation 
whose solutions are easily obtained.

Consider the Schrodinger equation for a time-dependent 
harmonic oscillator:

h d 中、x, t) 
2m d

酒*'t) + H x, t),

and constant in (x-xo) , we represent 臥(x, t) as

①(x, t)=畛,t) e使 1 (4)

where fx, t) is to be determined. In terms of 0(x, t) andfx, t), eq. 
(3) can be written as

h 자、「庆f+2iha(x_x.)]d 
2mdc2 l_ m dx m 。」dx

+ 2hax°(x - xo) + 財a
m

+ 2ih a(x - xo)f 0 
m dx]

+ [ 2 mQ + (5)

Without loss of generality, we can assume df/dx2 = o, 
and thus df/dx=g(t). Comparing both sides of the equality 
in eq. (5), we note that the equation is greatly simplified if 
f(x, t) satisfies the following relation

df ih (df\ 2h / 、df h -( 、
； =^、 - a(x - x°)了 - a + 2iaxo(x -x°),dt 2m \、dx 丿 m dx m ⑹

where we use the fact that df/d is zero. We now obtain 
fx, t) by integrating eq. (6) with respect to t

f(x, t)= J [如 - ％ax - xo )g

h a + 2iax°(x - x°) ~\df 
m _| (7)

where cu(t) is a function of t and is to be determined later. 
Substituting into eq. (1) gives

十d臥 
ih dt

hh d2 臥

2 m d x2
2ih2 
m a( x - xo)泌 

dx

where df/dx=g(t) is used. The function g(t) needs to be 
determined in order to have f(x, t) explicitly represented in xo 

and a, and the equation for g(t) is obtained by differentiating 
eq. (7) with respect to x as,

+ [2 mQ1 +
g = d = d agdt+2i J axod.

The solution of eq. (8) is obtained as,

(8)

4 ih
-2haxo (x - xo)臥- a^ m (3)

g( t) = 2 ie
To remove the last two terms of eq. (3) which are linear

t

- —I* adt -
t mJ

J ax°e dt (9)
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Assuming a( t) =m/( 2 h) (U / u), eq. (9) may be written 
in terms of u(t) as follows:

g(t) =，“「j UXd . (10)

Substitution of g(t) into eq. (7) and a simple algebraic 
manipulation give

f(x, t) = g(x - Xo) -1二 j (w2- Xo) dt -1ln u , (11)
2h 2

where g(t) is given above and w(t) is defined as,

w (t)=( n g-爲. (12)

The differential equation for u(t) will be obtained later. 
Using fx, t) of eq. (11), we can simplify eq. (5) as follows:

s(t) by inserting dy/dx obtained fom eq. (17) into eq. (16b): 

s (t) = j u「' dt. (18)

硝=-f «-「*g + 2必以x-xo)]票
채 2m 出2 Lm。 m ' ”」dx

- 一 2
+ 卩 m^ + 2 h

|_2 m (x - xo )20. (13)

Since x-xo can be expressed in terms of y, we can change 
eq. (15) into a more tractable form as,

ihd=-2m；0+2m(也2+如)(y+3 0
(19)

t
If we transform y(x, t) to y'(x, t) such that y' =y + j u-wdt, 

eq. (19) would become

h ,0 + ；m[^u + uu]y'20, 
2mdy 2

where 자/dy2 is replaced with 차/dy'2, because d/dx= 
dy/dx(d/dy) = dy/dx(d/dy) and dyVdx = dy/dx. Eq. 
(2O) becomes the Schrodinger equation fbr time-independent 
harmonic oscillator if the following relation holds:

u u + Q^ u2 = c2,

i (2O)

(21)

For time-space transformation,5 we introduce the new 
variables y=y(x, t) and s=s(t), so as to remove 90/ dx in eq. 
(13) and replace the derivatives in x and t with y and s to 
have

where c is a constant. Eq. (21) is the differential equation for 
u and can be solved when Q(t) is given. Then solutions of 
eq. (2o) would be the standard time-independent harmonic 
oscillator wave functions in y' and s as

ih

Eq. (14) would be reduced to the following:

where Nn

1 2 ,2
-2Y y -iEns0n(y, s) = Nne Hn(yy)e ,
11— --

2」/，丫 =(幻,玖=(n + 2丿hc，and

(22)

(14)
Hn is the Hermite polynomial. From eqs. (2), (4), and (22) 
along with eqs. (11) and (18), the exact wave function of the 
nth state is then

M h d0 i「1 ^2 , 2 h2 "头 T-1/ 、以
ihds = 一2m J+B血 + m a + 方이’ (x-xo)0

(15) 

if dy/dt and ds/dt satisfy the following coupled differential 
equations

_i 1 1

Wn(x, t) = (2nn!) '(mc) u 'exp
V nh丿

[-(n + ；)hcj u"2dt'^j

[m -1 • —2、/ 、2 , / 、(iu u - cu )(x - xo) + g(x - xo) 
2h

-2；j E-xO)dt^| x Hn —u (x — xo) (23)

h dy 
2mdx2

財,
mg +

2ih r\dy
m負x - xo)」赤 (16a)

(16b)

where g(t) and w(t) are given in terms of u(t) as in eqs. (1o) 
and (12). Solution of eq. (21) would thus completely 
determine 0(x, t) of eq. (23).
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Since dy/dx is a function of t only, as we note fom eq. (16b), 
dy/dx is equal to O and the first term of the right hand 
side of eq. (16a) vanishes. Substituting dy/dx = S and g(t) 
of eq. (1o) into eq. (16a), we get

t

y(x, t) = u-1(x - xo) - j u"1 wdt' (17)

where w(t) is given in eq. (12). We can solve the equation for
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